
Fitting out nurse stations and technical platForms

5 different 
colours

Wide range: 
3 heights and 

2 depths

Material 
resistant to 

the disinfecting 
products 

of hospital 
environments

Secure: with lock 
or Code lock

(53 cm deep box)

Closure
with drawers or 

sliding door

Truly 
multipurpose

Optimal 
storage 

underneath the 
work surface

OPTIMEA CONCEPT rANgE Mobile boxes are the ideal solution for 
optimised storage underneath surfaces for 
the preparation of treatment, or for administrative 
tasks, all in an environment of maximum hygiene.
Truly multipurpose, they can be used anywhere, 
in any department and for any task.
In addition to the many uses in treatment rooms, 
mobile boxes are ideal for the specific needs 
of technical platform departments such as the 
operating area, in the operating theatre or the post-
operative recovery room, in the resuscitation room 
or the emergency booth...

B.2.8Optimea 6, 7 and 8  
mobile boxes
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technical specifications

■■ One-piece structure in anti-corrosion treated steel,  
epoxy paint.

■■ Compact laminate surface, rounded corners.

■■ 4 swivelling wheels Ø 6.5 cm, inc. 2 with brakes. 

■■ removable sliding door (for Optimea 7).

■■ Separators can be removed without tools.

■■ 5 available colours, specify when ordering. 

Blue lagoon Bl Raspberry fR sunflower to Blueberry MY pearl Grey GR

 Standard accessories, containers and 
drawers.

find the list 
and detailed  
descRiptions 
in file no.:

D.1.3 - D.1.1

optimea 6, 7 and 8 mobile boxes    OPTIMEA CONCEPT rANgE

designation References

optiMea 6 BoX - 53 cM deep

optimea6 mobile box - 68 cm high 8A211BL

optimea6 mobile box - 80 cm high 8A212BL

optimea6 mobile box - 98 cm high 8A213BL

Key closure for Optimea 6 box 8A026-06

optiMea 6 BoX - 44 cM deep

optimea6 mobile box - 68 cm high 8A211BL-C

optimea6 mobile box - 80 cm high 8A212BL-C

optimea6 mobile box - 98 cm high 8A213BL-C

designation References

optiMea 8 BoX - 53 cM deep

optimea8 mobile box - 84 cm high 8A214BL

optimea8 mobile box - 91 cm high 8A215BL

Key closure for Optimea 8 8A026-08

Code lock for Optimea 8 8A026-08-CODE

optiMea 8 BoXes - 44 cM deep

optimea8 mobile box - 84 cm high 8A214BL-C

optimea8 mobile box - 91 cm high 8A215BL-C

Optimea 6

68 to
 98 cm

44 cm 67 cm
Optimea 8

84 to
 91 cm

53 cm    6
7 cm

options aVailaBle foR all BoXes

Side rail 8A025

Side expansion bar, 53 cm deep 8A045

Side expansion bar, 44 cm deep 8A046

Front expansion bar, 44 cm deep 8A048

Thermoformed surface for depths of 44 
and 53 cm

ref-TH

Alum. gantry with 2 standard rails 8A012

Alum. gantry with 3 standard rails 8A038

Alum. gantry with 3 tilted rails 8A041

Optimea 7

84 to
 91 cm

53 cm

67 cm

optiMea 7 BoX - 53 cM deep

optimea7 mobile box - 84 cm high 8A110BL

optimea7 mobile box - 91 cm high 8A111BL

Box with code lock REF-CODE


